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Support Ford Raptor Forum by donating:. May 21, at AM 1. After reading mudputter's thread, I
still don't get it So: CBass likes this. May 21, at AM 2. I forgot how we did the aux switches in my
F We soldered and shrink wrapped anything we soldered. Plastic splices suck and is something
I would expect from a hack. May 21, at AM 3. Here is the thing that you guys need to understand
about the AUX switches The wiring can be hooked up in ANY fashion that you want. If you want
Yellow to connect to Red like most prefer, you can do that. If you want Yellow to go to the
Green, you can do that too. You can criss-cross it however you want to to make it fit your
application. The thing that you need to remember and realize is that the yellow goes to the red
because they are the same wire gauge. The blue would go to purple or something, the green to
the brown, whatever. I forget. But you CAN do it however you want. Second thing to remember
You want to make AUX 1 rated less? Swap the fuse from 4 into 1. Want to make switch 3 the
highest? Switch 3 and 1 under the hood in the fuse panel. Yellow is from the AUX 1 switch.
There is also a Red coming from the engine bay. Hook those together and your AUX 1 switch
will now power the Red wire inside the engine bay. Use the Red wire inside the engine bay to
hook into the positive feed for the cutout. Ground the cutout at a location you prefer. Got it? Let
me know and I will draw a picture, but beware that I'm no artist! May 21, at PM 4. Swoop, I now
understand It would seem that Ford didn't solder the wires in the glove box and left them
hanging so that users could customize and use the wires as they see fit, even if they had to
upgrade or downgrade a fuse. Makes sense now. Thanks, This now sounds like a project I can
handle But, I haven't been under the truck yet, but I'll have to be careful how the wire is run to
keep it away from the headers and zip tie it my last cutouts came with a lot of zip ties so it wont
melt or get scraped by underneath debris. May 21, at PM 5. Is it in the manual? May 21, at PM 6.
The 8 wires behind the glovebox are like this: 4 wires from the switches. Just think of it like this.
The Red, Blue, Green and Purple wires are merely "laying around". They run from the engine
bay where you see them in your picture to behind the glovebox. They're dead. They're as good
as 4 wires just left over extra from the factory. You have 4 leads coming off of the bottom of the
switch panel. You fished them though the dash and now they're behind the glovebox, too. Once
you connect the two ends of each of the wire PAIR that you want behind the glovebox, you'll
have one live continuious wire from the AUX panel, into the engine bay. Assassin likes this. May
21, at PM 7. Thanks a bunch, this clears things up entirely for me. May 21, at PM 8. No problem! I
kinda figured it out on my own after a bit of just sitting around and some paper and pen. Figured
it out and it ain't blowed up yet! Glad I could help! May 21, at PM 9. While I'm down there, I'm
going to splice all the wires together as you indicated, then under the hood I'm going to use
some masking tape and with a sharpie pen label each of the 3 remaining wires for AUX 2, 3, and
4 for future reference. May 24, at AM What a bugger to get in there! And I have small hands too! I
found that by cutting the tape holding all the wires together, I could get the Red and Yellow wire
out of the side panel about an inch, just long enough to use my wire strippers on it You must
log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or
email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password
is: Forgot your password? Keystone Trailer Wiring Diagram â€” People understand that trailer
is a car comprised of quite complicated mechanisms. This car is designed not only to travel 1
location to another but also to take heavy loads. This report will be talking keystone trailer
wiring diagram. Which are the benefits of understanding these knowledge? You will be

surprised to understand it. To begin with, knowing the diagram of cables for trailer will be useful
during troubleshooting. When issues happen with the trailer, motorist would wish to understand
where the problem spot can be located. It helps immediately in repairing mistakes. Second,
knowing the diagram of wires for trailer is good for those who wish to try assembling for
themselves. Normally, there are three types of diagrams which people can take a look at when
aiming to build wires such as trailers. Each cable includes different purpose and design so it is
essential for driver to coincide with the requirements before settling on one. It may transfer
power better so the connector is suggested for higher-level electric in the vehicle. This 5-pin
trailer wiring diagram is terrific for trailer that has large capacity. However, it does not have as
sophisticated and electric consuming characteristics that RV and other costly trailers may have.
Below is the setup to get 5-pin connector for better comprehension. It is the 4-pin connector.
This sort of connector is perfect for consumer trailers. It should not be carrying significant
loads throughout the journey. The fundamental diagram for this connector is rather similar to
aforementioned types. Driver must notice several things linked to the diagram, though. Such
things will stop driver from encountering any electric problem during usage. Although this
sounds dull, it is going to conserve user from hassles later on. There is another thing related to
diagram but is particularly concerning routing. A way to wrap it about the trailer can be quite
intriguing. Hopefully this article related to Keystone Trailer Wiring Diagram will be assisting
driver to design their own trailer cables. Keystone Trailer Wiring Diagram. This vehicle is
designed not just to travel 1 place to another but also to carry heavy loads. This report will be
talking 97 dodgeâ€¦. This automobile is designed not only to travel 1 place to another but also to
carry heavy loads. Ww Trailer Wiring Diagram â€” Folks comprehend that trailer is a vehicle
comprised of quite complicated mechanisms. This car is designed not just to travel one location
to another but also to take heavy loads. This guide will be talking ww trailer wiring diagram.
Learning Trailer Wiring Diagram Better Normally, there are three types of diagrams which
people can take a look at when aiming to build wires such as trailers. White Pin to your ground.
Brown Pin for side markers, tail lamps, and running lights. Yellow Pin for abandoned brake light
and left handed markers. Green Pin Yellow Pin for appropriate brake light and right turn mark.
Blue Pin for electric brakes. Red 12 volt auxiliary power. Purple for copy lights. White cables for
floor power. Brown wires for running lights, tail lights, and side markers. Yellow wires for
abandoned brake signal and left turn too. Green cables for proper brake sign and right turn too.
Blue wires for electric brakes so the car can operate better. White wires for any power that
happens on the light. Brown cables for virtually any running lights, rear lights, and peripheral
markers. Yellow cables for virtually any left brake sign and left signal twist. Green wires for any
perfect brake sign and right signal turn. Gallery of Keystone Trailer Wiring Diagram. Trailer
Wiring Diagram Plug. Winch mount kit for Raptor. This allows you to mount a Warn Zeon 10s or
12s Platinum or many other winches that utilize a 4. Want the best way to mount those awesome
Baja Designs LP lights? Look no further. Made of heavy duty. Then we e-coat the whole mount
to protect it Here is a convenient way to relocate your front license plate on the F's and Raptors.
If you live in a state that requires a front plate, it would typically mount in front of the
inter-cooler, which is completely silly. And when you run a winch, then It mounts behind the
factory tie down bracket on the inner bedside. It takes just a couple minutes. Just mount a light
to the bracket, This beefy guard protects the bottom of the shock on the Gen 2 Ford Raptor.
With the staggered rear shocks, the passenger side shock takes an absolute beating from rocks
and other debris off of the front tires. All you need to do is remove the factory box-link bracket,
put this one in place, then reinstall the box-link. Made of 14ga steel and powder coated black.
Includes ONE bracket. Look no further! These can be installed in just a few minutes. Then just
run a wire up to an upfitter output or our favorite, a Switch-Pro output! These are made here in
America from This is a shock guard specifically designed for the drivers side of the Gen2 Ford
Raptor. This helps protect the shock and shock mount from flying debris off the front tires. If
you would like a pair, please order from here. There are a few benefits to running a rear winch
over a front and vice-versa. With the winch out back, it's usually better for self-recovery as
you're probably best to go out These are made on a high quality 3d printer, with durable plastic.
The RCR Force screws right in, and then The SP screws right in, and then this Mounts to
original locations using existing hardware. Made of heavy duty stainless steel. Here is a great
way to easily mount a dune flag on the front of your and Ford Raptor, or F of the same era. This
bracket and housing will relocate your factory camera on the a Raptors. This mounts to the side
brackets on the LP6's. This mount will host a 1-gallon Viar air tank. This fits nicely on the frame
rail under the rear passenger door area on the super crew Raptors. Features a rock guard on the
front to protect it from debris coming off the front If you initially didn't opt for the light bracket
for our winch mount kit, you can purchase it here. It includes the powder coated laser cut
aluminum bracket, 8 screws and 8 nuts to hold a pair of Baja Designs Flushmount Squadron
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ur license plate mount and want to purchase the plate that allows you to install a dune flag,
here you go. This is NOT the complete assembly. This is just the single part that converts your
license plate mount over to a dune flag mount. Extended for use with our shock guards.
Includes one bolt and one washer. This hardware kit is to mount our air tank to the Raptor frame
utilizing factory mounting holes with factory Ford hardware. Raptor , Limited , 3. The much
larger 24" wide x Raptor Home Ford Raptor Choose Options. Out of stock. Add to Cart.
SwarfWorks Folding License Plate Mount This hinged license plate mount secures between a
winch fairlead and the spacers on the mount. SwarfWorks Ford Raptor Light Bracket for Front
Winch If you initially didn't opt for the light bracket for our winch mount kit, you can purchase it
here. SwarfWorks Air Tank Mounting Hardware This hardware kit is to mount our air tank to the
Raptor frame utilizing factory mounting holes with factory Ford hardware.

